Bridging Educational Programming and Production Languages

Abstract
Computer science skills are ever more important in modern society as computers become integrated into practically all occupations and professions. Researchers have been developing learning tools, particularly educational programming environments, to facilitate the learning of computer science concepts at younger ages. These tools have made significant gains in engaging a younger audience and making programming more accessible by incorporating visual elements, drag-and-drop program construction, and media-rich environments. Some platforms are friendly for young children, but lack programmatic complexity, while others lack the accessibility necessary for learners in grades K-8. Thus, current tools lack a unified bridge from early educational to practical, applied programming environments. An age-appropriate bridge could facilitate transfer of knowledge and skills by applying techniques shown to encourage such transfer in learning science research.
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Introduction
Algorithmic thinking and reasoning are becoming more important over time, even for non-computer scientists, as we become more dependent as a society on computer technology [1]. There is also an enormous need for software developers that is expected to continue to grow [2], and basic programming skills are desirable in many technical and non-technical fields (science, business analytics, animation, and design, for example). Educational programming environments – especially those focused on facilitating the learning of novice programmers – provide an important path into the discipline of computer science for learners. The designers of these environments have aimed to make their platforms accessible to lay audiences and particularly children [3]. By making programming more accessible, such environments can facilitate interest in computer science and programming in school-age children [4], and skills learned can transfer to languages used in production settings [5]. Currently, most such environments focus on elementary and middle school students (e.g., Scratch) or late high school and college freshmen students (e.g., Alice), and transfer does not always occur when switching contexts [6]. If constructed mindfully, a bridge that facilitates transfer from childhood educational environments to practical, applied languages could be established. This would facilitate growth of a larger and more qualified candidate pool to address the growing need for individuals skilled in programming.

Background
Work to establish environments to encourage computational thinking and programming dates back most notably to the design and development of Logo by Seymour Papert and his colleagues [7]. In developing Logo, Papert argued that procedural thinking can benefit children by encouraging metacognition (thinking about thinking), in addition to enabling programming in a computer-rich world, and sought to create a math environment where students could explore and learn mathematics through programming in a way that is easy to pick up [3]. Current work continues building on Papert’s vision; we detail 3 of the most popular tools.

Scratch
Scratch began in 2003 and is developed at the Lifelong Kindergarten group of the MIT Media Lab. Its creators include former members of Papert’s MIT Logo Lab. It was designed as a networked programming environment built to reach economically disadvantaged youth at after-school centers with a focus on the 8 to 16 age range [8]. Scratch’s interface uses graphical drag-and-drop statements, variables, and control structures (Figure 1a). Scratch also incorporates color-coded and distinctly shaped programming blocks. Scratch has been shown to engage at-risk city youth, encouraging expression and creative thinking [9].

Alice
The Alice project began in 1995 as a research initiative focused on 3D environments at the University of Virginia [10]. Alice focuses on late high school and early college age groups [8]. By the year 2000, Alice was being used to teach introductory programming concepts [11]. A branch known as Storytelling Alice (and later Looking Glass) was also developed to engage girls in programming [12]. Like Scratch, Alice uses a graphical, drag-and-drop object-oriented language interface with a scene display (Figure 1b), and program execution results are viewable in the scene without compilation. Alice 3 introduced several changes to
facilitate Java language learning that have yielded improvements in performance in early computer science (CS1) courses [5]. The Alice project is ongoing.

**Greenfoot**

Greenfoot has been developed at the University of Kent since 2005 [13]. Greenfoot differs from Alice and Scratch in that it uses both graphical and textual modes for source code entry. Class relationships and scene object positions are manipulated using a mouse-driven interface, while class definitions are written directly in Java code (Figure 1c). Greenfoot also incorporates a debugger and is targeted for ages 14 and older.
Bridging
Although these tools have shown great promise in exposing younger audiences to computer science and computational thinking concepts, what is still lacking is that bridge from the simplified and abstracted languages and tools targeted to K-8 students to more advanced, complex environments. These more advanced environments have shown success at the high school and college levels in transitioning students to production programming languages used by programmers today such as Java and the more complex IDE tools used for these languages (e.g., Eclipse, Figure 1d). In addition, many transition tools (like Greenfoot) target Java, whose syntax may be more difficult for beginners than some alternatives [14]. A bridge would facilitate transfer of knowledge and skill from the early educational environments to an applied one while remaining accessible. This bridge could be explicit scaffolding that facilitates movement from existing educational environments to production languages, or a completely new environment developed explicitly to grow with students as their cognitive abilities mature. We propose that the robust and effective development of such a bridge presents a key research challenge of making “every child a coder.”
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